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a  
Word  

in  
advance
HOME 2018 JAMBOREE  
IS OUR JOINT PROJECT

DEAR LEADERS!
 
HOME 2018 Jamboree is OUR national jamboree. 
That means, that it doesn’t belong to the organ-
isation team, but much more to the young par-
ticipants furthermore to you as their leaders. We 
all  contribute our share: not underestimating the 
part of the children and adolescents by participat-
ing with interest, fun and joy. Everytime the word 
“we” stands for us all, because WE will spend our 
time together at HOME 2018.

ITS NAME AND PROGRAMME! 
>  We want to create a home for 10 days for 

all of us, in which we can feel good with 
all our diverse needs.

>  We like to deal with these differences 
and learn to love the diversity.

>  We want to be good hosts for our nation
al and international guests.

> We want to give ten unforgettable days.

ACTIVATE YOUR CHILDREN AND 
ADOLESCENTS! 
Our effort is that anticipation is created on behalf 
of the participants, to motivate them and provid-
ing intense experiences. On every occasion scouts 
proof that they are able to do so anyway. Our 
knowledge from the past jamborees tells us, that 
in most cases we are successful. With the amount 
of participants compared to a small town, we 
know that sometimes things can go wrong and 
small conflicts will occur.
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But if we try to be tolerant and solve these like a 
family does at home, we have won already. The 
positive spirit will be transferred to the partici-
pants and the good vibes will be remembered in 
the end.

The core-team of the HOME 2018 Jamboree con-
fidently accepts the challenges. From month to 
month and day to day the anticipation rises. 

These first detailed information is a good start for 
us all to swing aboard the journey to our jam-
boree. Share your anticipation with your children 
and adolescents and that will be the first step to 
our successful common project. 

OVERJOYED LOOKING FORWARD 
TO A SUCCESSFUL JAMBOREE 
GREETINGS FROM THE HOME-
BASE, CORE-TEAM OF HOME 
2018.
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REGISTRATED 

YET?  
DEADLINE:  

JANUARY 31ST

how to?
It’s time for final registration/booking. All groups 
preregistered have to check their data input of 
participants via online-administration, change 
and/or confirm booking. Groups that haven’t 
registered yet can still start registration. 

You will find an application form there to print 
and hand out to your children and adolescents re-
spectively their parents to get a mandatory book-
ing approval from them.

REGISTRATE AS SOON AS 
 POSSIBLE!
Finally please register via onlinedatabase 
 until 31st January 2018. 

According to the preregistration we expect 
that the max. amount of participants in some 
stages will be exceeded. We will try to get a bal-
anced mix of regional, national and international 
guests. (After pressing the save button in the first 
online registration mask you will be informed 
whether you have fixed places in the contingent.)

Ordering happens according to the date 
of final registration. If waiting-lists have 
to be created, pre- registrated groups will be 
prioritized. 

FINAL- 
REGIS-

TRATION.

FINAL REGISTRATION:  
3RD NOVEMBER TIL 31ST JANUARY

 
BOOKING FEE TIL 15TH FEBRUARY

REST OF CAMP FEE TIL  8. MAY
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By confirming the registration you are no more 
able to correct data by yourself. Sometimes things 
change: the number of kids/adolescents/leaders 
or someone cannot come and is being replaced 
by an other person... In that case please contact 
us by mail to

CAMPFEE, PAYMENT,  
CANCELLATION
We have given you all the information according 
the camp fee during pre-registration. But you can 
look it up here... 

After confirming the final registration you can 
print out the jamboree invoice via the online ad-
ministration.

The deposit (€ 100,– per person) must be on our 
bank account no later than 15th February 2018. 
The final registration / booking process is com-
pleted as soon as soon as we have received your 
payment.

The balance of the camp fees needs to be de-
posited at the HOME 2018 bank account until 
18th May 2018. Your numbers are then secured 
once we have received your deposit and final 
booking details.

Cancellationfees as follows: 
starting 16th February 2018 € 100,–  
from 19th May 2018 until begin of the Jamboree 
€ 200,– 

A damage deposit (€ 150,– per stage or troop) 
has to be done with the payment of the camp-
fees. If you leave your camp-place tidy on depar-
ture your will get it returned in cash at checkout.

REGISTRATION OF GROUPS 
WITH MULTIPLE TROOPS/
UNITS
Large groups sometimes register several “troops 
or party” per age section - you can add a „new 
party“ in the online registration database. This 
“new party” is automatically allocated a name 
for administrative reasons and has nothing to do 
with the actual internal name of your Troop or 
Party. Please note by entering new party that these 
teams are not necessarily adjacent or sometimes 
even in the same sub-camp location! If it is im-
portant to you that your troops stay together (e.g 
for logistical or support reasons), then you have 
to sign up as a single Troop/Unit and not split 
them down.

MORE DETAILS, WHY?
In addition to details concerning your group and 
participants we’ll ask you for a few more things 
which are necessary for preparation and carrying 
out the jamboree. Later on we’ll tell you why these 
facts are important for us; facts like:

> Special diet, specific food intolerances 

 
> Health Insurance

 
> Home hospitality 
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FOOD SUPPLY
You will have to cook for yourselves at the camp-
site – on open fire at your fireplaces or with camp 
stoves. Groceries are provided three times a day. 
There will be a daily menu with two possibilities 
of meals to choose. The selection of the meals will  
happen online from 10th June until 15th July. Fur-
ther detailed informationen will be provided with 
the next newsletter.

Please give us any information concerning special 
needs (especially intolerances) when register-
ing. A concact person for specific food require-
ments will be at your disposal at the jamboree.

We also ask each group to nominate a contact 
person responsible for food issues and special 
food requirements. This person may be one of the 
group leaders or be solely responsible for catering.

WE WON’T STINT ON FOOD!
For hygienic reasons we are not allowed to take 
back handed out groceries. Our dedicated food 
supply team is striving that you get the amount 
needed and so the disposal of groceries keeps as 
less as possible. If it happens that you get under-
supplied, contact the food supply team imme-
diately, there is ALWAYS enough food. NO
BODY HAS TO STAY HUNGRY!  

 
Some more hints concerning food supply can be 
found in the FAQ section online. 

good 
to 

know
FOOD SUPPLY 
EVENING OF

OPEN POTS
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EVENING OF OPEN POTS 
INFORMATION
Traditionally the “Evening of Open Pots” will take 
place on Saturday. The Caravelles, Explorer, Rang-
er and Rover will cook small delicacys of their na-
tive kitchens and let all other participants taste. 
(Of course they will be on “tasting-tour” them-
selves, too). The Scouts and Guides will be guests 
too (after they get their own dinner) to taste the 
diversity of the older stages.

Think about what you want to serve the other 
participants. Consider the following facts:
> Amount: Cook for approx. 25 to 30 persons 

per stage (CAEX and RARO).
> Keep in mind, that the food cannot be served 

at the places it is prepared.

> The required groceries can be ordered at once 
with the menu choice for the whole jambo-
ree online 10th June til 15th July (find more 
details in the next newsletter ~ May 2018). 
If the ingredients cannot be bought in a su-
permarket here in Austria, you have to bring 
them with you. Thanks! 

> If additional equipment for cooking is need-
ed, contact us per email.

> Don’t cook to elaborate, so everyone of your 
group gets the opportunity to go on “tast-
ing-tour” him-/herself.

 
The “Evening of Open Pots” is also a perfect oc-
casion to present yourself, your group, your home 
and country. Whatever you will plan to do so, we 
are curious on a very colourful evening.
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ARRIVAL
All detailed information on getting to the camp-
site is online. We ask you to consider a journey as 
climate-friendly as possible.

CLIMATE
The ‘Attergau’ area is well known as a popular 
holiday destination. In August, you can expect 
sunny, hot days (above 30° C) and occasional 
heavy summer rainstorms and cold nights (down 
to 10 degrees). Even if we expect good weather, 
remember the Scout Moto: Be Prepared!

Good 
to 

Know
ARRIVAL 

CLIMATE 
EQUIPMENT
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PERSONAL EQUIPMENT
You are experienced enough to know, what’s the 
proper equipment. Most important items are:

> warm sleeping bag (see climate)
> waterbottle and appropriate sunscreen
> waterproof gear, sturdy shoes

GROUPEQUIPMENT
You will need to provide your own tentage and 
cooking equipment suitable for open fires. We 
can only provide equipment in exceptional cases. 
If you really have no way to bring camping equip-
ment, please get in touch. 

Firewood, construction wood (planks and approx. 
4.5 meters of pole wood per person) will be pro-
vided for construction of campfire hearths and 
other buildings. Other fuels cannot be offered.
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HEALTH
 
VACCINATION
Besides the usual vaccinations recommended we 
would like to point out that there is a danger of 
contracting Tick Borne Encephalitis (TBE). It is 
strongly recommended to be vaccinated before-
hand. 

Weblinks concerning vaccination: 

>  
  https://www.iamat.org/country/austria/

risk/routine-immunizations

>    
https://www.iamat.org/country/austria/
risk/tick-borne-encephalitis

Good  
to  

Know
HEALTH

ACCESSIBILITY
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HEALTH INSURANCE DETAILS
Please ensure your participants bring valid vacci-
nation card(s), e-card, or European Health Insur-
ance Card and any needed medications or allergy 
remedies and relevant medical findings (copies). 
It’s the responsibility of the leaders, that all infor-
mation can be provided in case of an emergency 
in addition to the parental contact possibilities.

HEALTH INSURANCE DETAILS and which 
INSURANCE INSTITUTION is asked to be 
provided at registration. Experience has shown 
that in an emergency, having this information to 
hand will provide a quicker and smoother flow of 
patient care and medical responsiveness. A fully 
equipped on-site First Aid station with experi-
enced doctors and paramedics is open 24/7.

DRINK WATER, SCREEN FROM THE SUN
Make sure – mostly on hot days – that all parti-
cipants drink enough water and have appropriate 
sunscreening. A waterbottle should be standard 
equipment. All water taps on the campsite provide 
clean drinking water. 

ACCESSIBILITY
We try our best to make all areas accessible. If you 
have a participant with special necesseties do not 
hesitate and tell us. 
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PRo-
GRAMME

SUBCAMP-PROGRAMME 
OVERALL PROGRAMME

SUBCAMP-PROGRAMME 
OF HOME 2018 JAMBOREE

As you can imagine we are working hard on each 
subcamp-programme. In the next few weeks you 
will be updated as often as possible about the pro-
gress on the website aswell as the facebook page. 
Details fixed at the moment can be found on the 
following pages. 
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OVERALL PROGRAMME 
OF HOME 2018 JAMBOREE
Apart from the subcamp-programmes many of-
fers of the overall programme ensure variety 
(changes possible): 

> Opening and closing ceremony

>  „Themerooms“ (activities in addition to 
the subcamp-programmes, most of them on 
the main square)

> Liveconcert for all participants

>  HOMEday with various programme offers 
concerning the jamboree theme

>  „Evening of Open Pots“(Cook and taste 
the culinary variety of our HOMEs – first  
information see page 9)

> spiritual offers 

> sporting challenges and competitions 

>  and of course the Visitors day 
(Sunday, 12th August), where parents, 
friends and interested people are invited. 

If you have an idea for the overall programme (e.g. 
concerning a “theme-room”), send an email to:
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PRo-
GRAMME

HOME STORY 
HOHO

HOMESTORY 
Show all HOME 2018 participants in a vid
eo who you are, how you live and how your 
home looks like.

All participants are curious about you and your 
group/round/troop. This curiosity can be satisfied 
quite easily:  Record a video together and intro-
duce yourself – where you are at home, how you 
live, who you are, what you like to do most, what 
is special of your own HOME.

You can do it now, in spring or short before the 
jamboree, just as you like. The only thing you 
have to do is to upload it to the internet (you-
tube, facebook, instagram, vimeo …) and send us 
the link to it. We will find a way to publish it via 
our HOME 2018 platforms.

Send us the URL of your video simply via email:   
 

More information online: 
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HOHO –  
HOME HOSPITALITY 

For our foreign participants we offer the oppor-
tunity of home hospitality for a period of 3 days 
before or after HOME 2018 Jamboree in private 
homes with a local Upper Austrian Scout/Guide 
family of a local partnering Scout/Guide Group, 
if wished singly or as a pair. 

You will be guest of an Austrian Scout group, liv-
ing with their families. It is an oppor tunity to see 
more of Austria, to get to know the Austrian way 
of life and to spend a few relaxing days with your 
new friends.
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TANJA

SABINE

WIWö
BROWNIES AND CUBS 

SUBCAMP-PROGRAMME

THE WIWÖ-CORE-TEAM

 

WIWÖ ONLINE: 

EMAIL:

BROWNIES AND CUBS 
WIWÖSUBCAMP  
AT HOME 2018!
Kuno the carp, something like the mayor of the 
pond, is worried. For the first time in his long life 
as a fish he doesn‘t have an answer to what is go-
ing on in the pond. A purping pipe creates whirls 
and swirls and sight is getting worse. The pond 
inhabitants are without a clue and ask the kids for 
advice to get out of the tricky situation.

Upper Austrian  

participants only

18 The story is based on the book  
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MANUEL

CHRISTINE

GÜNTHER

CHRISTIAN

GUSP
SCOUTS AND GUIDES 

SUBCAMP- 
PROGRAMME

SCOUTS AND GUIDES 
GUSPSUBCAMP 
AT HOME 2018!
The girl guides und boy scouts at the age of ten to 
thirteen from Austria and german speaking coun-
tries will have their camp site built at HOME2018 
as well. They are going to cook on open fire and 
sleep in tents like the older scouts do. Four days 
full of action and activities are offered during the 
program days for them right on the camp site. We 
offer them workshops, an adventure day, group 
building activities and time to walk around the 
camp site to make use of all the other activities of-
fered. They have the chance to meet other scouts 
at their age as well as interact with the older ones. 
We are looking forward to a camp with lots of 
fun, action and new friends we made at our home 
away from home.

THE GUSP-CORE-TEAM

 

GUSP ONLINE: 

E-MAIL:

Austrian  

participants only
handel   &

industrie

GUSPHAUSEN

BALANZING

GUSPHAUSEN

PFLANZING

GUSPHAUSEN

PRESSING

GUSPHAUSEN

Forsching

GUSPHAUSEN

INNoVATIoN

GUSPHAUSEN GUSPHAUSEN

ToURISMUS

GUSPHAUSEN
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MANUEL
FELIX

KATHI
SUSI

VERENA

JESSICA

CAEX
CARAVELLES AND  

EXPLORER  
SUBCAMP-PROGRAMME

WELCOME  
TO THE CAEXSUBCAMP  
OF HOME 2018!

„HOME 2018 – here, there and everywhere“ – our 
subcamp shall be a living room in which all Upper 
Austrian, Austrian and international Caravelles 
and Explorer feel at home and comfortable!

Together we want to think about, what’s the 
meaning of home for us. Where do we feel at 
home and why? What happens when we have to 
leave our home – where can we settle down and 
feel at home again?

AT HOME AT HOME 2018
The MARKET PLACE will be the centre of our sub-
camp. Everyone can find his place there to find 
and meet friends – caravelles, explorer and their 
leaders. Food trucks will provide sustenance, a 
small stage offers opportunities for music, thea-
tre and presentations of our international guest 
scouts. You can also find the “Challenge-Home-
base”, the CaEx technique as well as the “Salzamt” 
– an info-point for all concerns. On the market 
place five gates will lead the way to the further 
“sub-subcamps”.

The caravelles and explorer subcamp is divided in 
FIVE FURTHER CAMP PARTS, which all will be 
given the name “home” – although in different 
languages. Who will welcome you in your camp-
home, will be unveiled at the preparation camp 
for leaders in May 2018.

YOUR CAEX-CORE-TEAM

 

CAEX ONLINE: 

EMAIL:
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You will create your HOMEBASE at Home 2018 
together with an assigned partnering group with 
which you will live and cook together during the 
jamboree. Together with your assigned partner 
group, you will define and plan a joint project and 
stay overnight outside the jamboree campsite. In 
spring 2018 we will inform you about your desig-
nated partnering group, so there will be enough 
time to get in contact before the jamboree.

CHALLENGES
In a – self chosen – small group (7-10 persons) 
most different challenges shall be mastered in 
three ascending levels. Every group is free to 
choose from a great variety of challenges as well 
as what and when to do it. Some challenges can 
only be mastered with a further group or at a spe-
cific time or place. Every mastered task will be re-
warded with pieces of a dodecahedron – groups 
that have got all pieces will be raised to the next 
level. 

JoINT PROJECT
Every homebase (you and your partnering group) 
will get to deal with the theme of home by de-
veloping the joint project. Together with experts 
in specific fields we will provide a pool of ideas 
for the joint projects. Still on the campsite you 
will plan what’s the idea of your project outside 
the jamboree. In advance, at registration, you will 
be asked to choose the category “city”, “moun-
tain” or “water” so you can decide whereto the 
24  hours off-camp will lead you.

BLUE MONDAY.  
CAEX-ACTION-DAY
The Monday follows the motto „Happy Blue 
Monday“! Caravelles and explorer will experience 
an afternoon full of action, a Blue Monday Din-
ner outside their homebase as well as a party on 
stage as conclusion of the collective subcamp-day.

The CaEx-camp-parts
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CAEX
CARAVELLES AND  

EXPLORER  
SUBCAMP-PROGRAMME

YOUTH PARTICIPATION
Adolescents are already working in the planning 
team of our subcamp. Together we made the de-
cision that all caravelles and explorer should par-
ticipate in the creation process as well as the jam-
boree programme itself.

Prior to the jamboree there will be a meeting for 
all leaders. Planning details will be provided to all 
groups so that they can prepare at home. We also 
want the adolescents to co-determine the “usage 
of cell phones” at the jamboree. Therefore an on-
line-poll will help deciding. The subcamp leaders 
also want you to think about how you want to 
represent your group in the subcamp.

At the jamboree daily meetings will update the 
leaders and in addition we plan to install a MEET-
ING FOR ADOLESCENTS in every camp part too.  
Two caravelles or explorer from every homebase 
will take part to get information concerning the 
group as well as to decide parts of the the pro-
gramme.

PREPARATION CAMP  
FOR LEADERS:
Fr./Sa., 11./12. May 2018 
Scout Camp Austria, St. Georgen / Attergau
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THE CAEX PROGRAMME, TIMETABLE 
 

Day Before midday Afternoon Evening

Mon. 6th August Arrival of CaEx Setup in your homebase Opening ceremony CaEx sub-
camp and entire jamboree

Tue. 7th August Constructing together Challenges start

Wed. 8th August Input joint project Joint project (creation and planning)

Thu. 9th August Joint project departure Joint project off campsite

Fri. 10th August Return from joint project Presentation of joint projects 
and contemplation

Welcome Home-Party

Sat. 11th August Challenges and time for overall programme  
on the entire campsite

Evening of Open Pots

Sun. 12th August Visitors day Concert

Mon. 13th August The longest CaEx-picnic blanket 
worldwide

Blue Monday – CaEx Action day

Tue. 14th August Challenges ending Deconstruction Closing ceremony CaEx sub-
camp and entire jamboree

Wed. 15th August Departure of CaEx
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MARTIN

ELISABETH
STEFAN

Raro
RANGER AND ROVER 

 SUBCAMP-PROGRAMME

WELCOME  
TO THE RAROSUBCAMP  
AT HOME 2018!
The meaning of HOME for Ranger und Rover on 
one hand is to be at home on the campsite  – to-
gether with all other participants. On the other 
hand its leaving the place – to leave home, ex-
perience exciting days in order to return with 
new impressions and friends. As it is usual in the 
 RaRo-stage we provide the framework and the 
possibilities so you can fill the program with own 
ideas and engagement. Our home at the jamboree 
is as beautiful as you design it. We are curious.

The following information is yet just an overview 
because the programme is still in progress. News 
can be found online continuously.

5 SUBCAMPPARTS
In every subcamp part approx. 100 RaRo will 
live with their leaders – every part in a balanced 
mix of regional, national and international par-
ticipants. On one hand these subcamp parts are 
organisational structure (with daily leader meet-
ings) and on the other hand the programme will 
help to create a common identity.

 
CHALLENGES
The challanges are small tasks always with the 
aim, to learn to know each other and to socialise 
with the others.

YOUR RARO-CORE-TEAM

RARO ONLINE: 

EMAIL:
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DAYS OFF HOME
For 3 days you will be on tour in Austria in small 
groups according to your interests. Therefore it 
is not neccessary or useful to form a group with 
people you already know. Just let yourself be guid-
ed by your interests. That’s how you learn to know 
people from all over the world which are similar 
to you. 

You have all possibilities on your Days Off HOME. 
On tuesday already you will have the chance to get 
informed and to discuss your plans. Wednesday 
before midday you will come together with the 
other RaRo according to your interests in small 
groups (approx. 30 Persons) and start planning, 
what you will do for the next three days. Many 
things will aready be prepared by the RaRo-Team 
that may help you. Such as proposals for tours, 
ideas for the programme and prereserved accom-
modations. But you can also do everything on 
your own – there are no limits to your creativity.

Prior to the jamboree we will ask for your inter-
ests and tendences (like hiking, cities, creativity, 
engineering, culinary, social and more), so we can 
prepare a few things for you, because not all is 
realisable within the half of a day. More details 
will come in time. 

You will cater yourself on the Days Off HOME. 
Your group will get enough money for food and 
programme. Keep in mind that you might need a 
hiking tent or a camp stove for your trip.

The leaders will also participate in the Days Off 
HOME and support your intentions.

Hopefully your Days Off HOME-group will come 
back with great impressions. On visitors day 
(Sunday) you will get the chance to present your 
results to an interested audience.
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Raro
RANGER AND ROVER 

SUBCAMP-PROGRAMME
COMING HOME BALL
Friday evening you will return from your Days Off 
HOME. And that has to be celebrated at a grand 
Welcome HOME Party. As you will want to sleep 
long on Saturday the day will start with an exten-
sive BRUNCH.

WORKSHOP @ HOME
Monday and Tuesday of the second week are 
workshop days. We’ll try to offer a great variety 
of workshops (there will be adventure-workshops 
too), which you can choose according to your in-
terests. Some of them will surely have the jam-
boree theme as topic: „HOME – here, there and 
everywhere“.
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ADDITIONAL OPPORTUNITIES 
AND GENERAL PROGRAMME
Besides all these fixed points of the programme 
additional offers will be provided. We are think-
ing about something like HighlandGames. A 
cateringtent will provide the opportunity to get 
drinks and small snacks in the evening. We ex-
pect that you’ll have a great time there, because 
the well-known team minds are bubbling with 
ideas and will surprise with cozy atmosphere and 
best mood. 

The Ranger and Rover will certainly take part 
in the overall programme events too, like the 
Evening of Open Pots, the HOME 2018-Day 
(both on Saturday) the live concert Sunday 
evening, and of course the official Opening and 
Closing ceremony of HOME 2018. Both cere-
monies following are own RaRo-partys planned.

THE RARO PROGRAMME, TIMETABLE (Changes possible) 
 

Day Before midday Afternoon Evening

Mon. 6th August Arrival Camp setup Jamboree opening ceremony 
and RaRo-Welcome-Party

Tue. 7th August Challenges / get to know each other  
(with first information and inputs concerning the Days Off 
HOME)

Campfire evening

Wed. 8th August Days Off HOME – group 
clustering

Days Off HOME – off we go

Thu. 9th August Days Off HOME

Fri. 10th August Days Off HOME Days Off HOME – return Coming Home Ball

Sat. 11th August Brunch HOME Day  
(general offers out of the over-
all programme)

Evening of Open Pots

Sun. 12th August Visitors day, Days Off HOME presentations Concert

Mon. 13th August Workshop @ Home Campfire evening

Tue. 14th August Workshop @ Home Closing ceremony and 
 RaRo-closing-party

Wed. 15th August Departure
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We hope you’ve got all important information 
now. If you have a question concerning organi-
satory details, registration, programme or other 
fields maybe the FAQs can help you. If you don’t 
find the appropriate answers, don’t hesitate to 
contact our International-Team of HOME 2018, 
we’ll get in touch with you as soon as possible. 

FAQs:  

E-Mail:  
 
This list is a first overview of important dates. 
Please make note of them. Any changes or addi-
tions can occur. So please check the homepage 
ongoing for dates and deadlines.

NINE  
MONTHS 

to go
HOME 2018 

ANNUAL PROGRAMME
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Date what? to whom it concerns?

from now til July ’18 send in Home Story-Videos all participants

31st January ’18 Deadline for confirmation of final registration every participating group  
(group contact person)

15th February ’18 Deadline for deposit of camp-fee 
(= completing final registration)

every participating group 

End of April ’18 next participant-information to finally registrated groups goes to group contact person

5th – 6th May ’18 Preparation meeting for GuSp-leaders 
at Scout Camp Austria

min. 1 GuSp-Leader from every  
participating group

11th – 12th May ’18 Preparation meeting for CaEx-Leaders 
at Scout Camp Austria

min. 1 CaEx-leader from every  
participating group (if possible)

18th May ’18 Deadline for payment of camp-fee balance every participating group 

10th June 
til 15th July ’18

Menu choice and grocery orders for Evening of Open Pots every participant (online in data-
base, via leaders)

End of June ’18 last participant-update to finally registrated groups goes to group contact person

3rd – 6th August ’18 Home hospitality 1st period hospitable groups

6th – 15th August ’18 HOME 2018 Jamboree everybody

15th – 18th August ’18 Home hospitality 2nd period hospitable groups
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